processors working in parallel.
2. A different and a more powerful approach to parallel processing of natural language is suggested here: in'steed of functional distribution we suggest parallel distribution of input stream elements; a processor is assigned to avery item of input and each such processor is provided with the same software package, so that all processes within a certain group become equal in status and modus operandi. (Note that this also increases the system's reliability, since even in the unlikely case of failure of n-1 processes the remaining one will accomplish the task by itself, in the sequential mod • o~ Our approach to parallelism is based on the phenomenon of locality. Currently we apply it to constructing a syntactic parsing system for s subset of English, as e simple case of natural language processing. Being fed with T a certain Natural Laugue~e Processor (NLP) produces a structure of the form S(T) = /v0, Vl, ..., Vm/, where vj can be of various nature: words in the object language and/or word~ and symbols in a metalangua~e and/or various kinds of delimiters.
Let D(Vj) be the minimal subset of T determining v~ in the sense that information carried in the elements of th~s subset is necessary end sufficient for outputting vj by the NLP. Let gj be the index of the leftmost element of D(v.) in the string T, and Hi, the index of the rightmost one (e.°g. if D(v~) = /w3, ws, w10/ then g~ = 3 and hj = 10). We now define the important notion of locality. Locality of an output element v;j is
l(vS): , -h.i-g~ =~;
hj hj
This function has a number of interesting properties. If an output element v~ depends on exactly one element wi, then its locality is unity, the highest possible value. On the other hand, if a certain v k depends on • large range of input elements, then its locality is close to zero. Comparir~ parallel and sequential prooessinE we show that the ratio of the time necessary to produce an output element in parallel mode to that of the sequential mode strictly depends on the locality of this element. Moreover, the relative time gain of parallel processin8 as regards sequential processing is exactly the given element's locality. In other words, the greater the ~egate locality of elements in a certain text, the more benefit there is in its parallel processing. Such is the intrinsic connection between the notion of locality and the performance of a system based on parallel processing.
4. The process of implementation starts with finding clusters of h~h locality in the text.At this st~e we prove the following .Proposition. NPs, .VPs and PPs of English are highly local. On this basis we proceed to build a system of parallel parsir~ for ~liah.
In its present form the system consists of three modules: a morphological and two syntactic ones. The result of the first stage is a set of sets of distionary entries for every input word, which determines the syntactic classes to which the input words may in principle belong. A ~.ammar for each processor et the first syntactic stage of analysis is presented as a table which indicates all the correct triads of syntactic class members in the subset of Er~l-ish We are analyzing. This means that this stnge is devoted to finding the states of compatibility between the "neighbouts" in the input string. It terminates when all the possible triads have been checked, produces candidates for correct parses (if any) and transfers them to the second syntactic stage whose task is a/ to carry out all kinds of agreement
